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arcsoft webcam companion is a webcam viewer that has many useful features. it's main purpose is to be a webcam viewer, but it also has the ability to convert webcam images into jpeg format, save them to your computer, or to email them. the basic version is free.
arcsoft webcam companion is a webcam application that you can use to display and save photos taken from your webcam directly onto your computer. the program includes a basic viewer, and also a webcam editor to use on photos already saved on your computer.

arcsoft webcam companion is a functional tool for your computer's webcam. the application can perform various standard functions, such as image capture, photo editing, frames and masque creation. it also has security functionality with a monitoring mode. the monitoring
function is one that sets arcsoft webcam companion apart from it competitors. setting up the feature is easy, and our tests in the softonic office showed that it works. arcsoft webcam companion keeps an extensive log of all activity detected and can chose notify you by

email or ftp if it detects anything to be worried about. a single monitoring session can last for 18 hours, detecting motion, faces or both. although arcsoft webcam companion 3 does not include all the functions we expected, it is a relatively simple webcam program. it lacks
all the more advanced functions that most other webcam software have, including the ability to capture still images, record video and capture your webcam without restarting the computer. this makes it a simple webcam program that should be sufficient for most users.
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the viewer has a strong set of features, including a stabilizer, which makes
your video or image smoother, a lens correction tool, and automatic iso, so
that you can take stills in any lighting condition. while it might lack some

features, arcsoft webcam companion remains a solid editor. although
arcsoft webcam companion lacks a good editing mode, its features are

strong, including a stabilizer, a lens correction tool and a good set of video
effects. you can also create templates of your own. arcsoft webcam

companion can record video and has a strong set of features. although the
editing function does not offer much, the tool does have a range of features

and it is a solid entry in the market of webcam editors. however, it lacks
some of the editing features in other software. it features a stabilizer, lens

correction, motion detection and a range of photo editing tools. the
software lacks video editing tools and the standalone camera/messaging

system it provides is a bit flimsy. arcsoft webcam companion is a free
application that allows you to edit a range of jpeg images, including

changing the hues and brightness. however, it lacks many features and the
intuitive editing tools it has are not very sophisticated. the program can

detect faces in videos and it is built around the notion of designing custom
templates in photoshop. arcsoft webcam companion has a number of useful

functions, including the option to capture full-frame images, change the
hues of your images, apply filters and much more. it is capable of

interesting image manipulation and only needs a few helpful tools and
actions. 5ec8ef588b
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